
Quick Ship

phoneBOX

Model Number:   SBPB-4488

Includes 
Adjustable LED lighting, occupancy sensor, power, USB, variable 
speed high efficiency circulating fan system, tempered glass door, 
casters and leveling glides, removable acoustic panels, 10-foot 
power cord.

smartBOX will ship up to six units within 10 business days 
from receipt of Purchase Order

Absolute Acajou AA White WH Storm ST

THE-SMART-BOX-COMPANY

DIMENSIONS   W D H LBS

Standard  Booth Interior        41”           37”       80”          ---

Standard  Booth Exterior      46.5”       42”       89”          ---

Standard  Booth Crated         91”           32”        56”         892

Shown in Fog Gray Laminate

and Cobalt Felt

The smartBOX company offers an affordable 
solution to sound and space distractions.

SPECIFICATIONS

Made in the USA

For additional information contact your local dealer or
the smartBOX company:

(480) 716-7925   |  solutions@thesmartboxcompany.com  
thesmartboxcompany.com  

Charcoal Cobalt Light Grey



Ventilation
Three powerful, 

concealed fans provide 
best in class air 

circulation.

INSIDE THE BOX
phoneBOX comes equipped with many standard features to 

create an exceptional user experience.

Acoustic Panels
phoneBOX’s sound 

absorbing panels are 
manufactured from a 

combination of recycled 
material and provide 

a quiet and secure 
environment. 

Wiring
Dual USB ports and duplex 

outlets installed to power 
and charge devices. 

Footprint
Designed to accommodate 

one user comfortably, 

whatever space you have.

Lighting
High quality LED lighting 
gently illuminates your 
work space without 
adding heat.

Durability
Built for stability, 
strength, and safety, 

resistant materials, 
heavy duty casters and 
industrious components 
designed to last for 
years.

Productivity
Every phoneBOX comes 
with a work surface 
equipped with power 
and USB to maximize 
productivity and 
comfort. Personalize 
your phoneBOX with a 
height adjustable desk.

Privacy
A tempered glass door 
and a solid front panel 
provide the user with 
visual privacy.

Mobility

phoneBOX to create 

time you want.

Flooring
Sound absorbing, 

durable commercial 
carpet made from 100 % 

recycled material.

10 Business Day Shipping from receipt of PO & Deposit


